
means unique in this respect. In fact, considering the 
number of wood boring forms and the large area originally 
under native forest, together with the extensive use of wood 
in building construction throughout the Dominion, we may 
perhaps be considered to some extent fortunate that not 
more indigenous forest insects have become pests of 
structural timbers. 

A NOTE ON THE OCCURRENCE OF RIMU IN 
NORTH CANTERBURY. 

(F. E. Hutchinson.) 
Although Canterbury was at the time of European 

settlement a relatively treeless province, yet there were, 
as is generally known, a few areas of native forest on the 
plains, as the Riccarton Bush; on the downs at Geraldine, 
Peel Forest, Waimate, and Oxford; and covering the 
greater part of Banks Peninsula. These forests were al
most completely destroyed by fire and by milling in the 
early days of settlement, but small scenic reserves in each 
of the localities named serve to typify fairly well the 
original composition of these forests. 

An excellent account of these forests and their mill
ing, by A. F. Clark, appeared in Te Kura Ngahere, Vol. 
IL, No. 1, 1926. 

In all these areas, totara, matai and kahikatea are 
found, but rimu, the dominant podocarp of most of New 
Zealand, is absent. It has, therefore, come to be said that 
rimu does not occur in Canterbury, and statements that 
rimu was among the timbers milled in North Canterbury 
in early days have been questioned by botanists and 
others. The following note may therefore be of some 
general interest. 

Davie, the Chief Surveyor, and a keen botanist, pre
sented to the Provincial Government in 1869 a report on 
the forests of the province. In this report, as quoted by 
Mr. Clark in the article mentioned above, it is stated that 
the Oxford Bush of 56,000 acres, was comprised of beech 
(N. solandri, N. menziesii, and N. fusca) with a sprink
ling of rimu and kahikatea. 

This is the only mention of rimu in Davie's descrip
tions of the forests. Seemingly it did not occur on Banks 
Peninsula, nor in South Canterbury at all. However, its 
presence in the Oxford bush in early days is quite definite. 
Mr, Clark, giving the history of the milling of this bush 
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as gathered from old settlers, states that "the timber was 
very good, kahikatea, matai, rimu and Nothofagus spp.; 
the three former species were of exceptionally fine 
quality.,, 

The writer recently became interested to ascertain 
whether any specimens of this tree were still to be found 
in the remnants of the Oxford Bush, or whether destruc
tion had been complete. Visits to the headwaters of the 
Eyre, Glentui, and Grey rivers, established the fact that 
rimu trees occur scatteringly but generally throughout the 
beech stands which clothe the headwaters of all three of 
these streams. Closest attention was given to the Eyre 
valley. The lower portion of this drainage was logged in 
the '70's, on a rough selection cutting, and by some miracle 
escaped a subsequent fire, so that it has regenerated very 
well with sapling and pole material. Now, sixty years 
later, another selection cutting on a small scale is proceed
ing. The upper part of the watershed is untouched. In the 
lower portion a few kahikatea, mainly small and defective, 
and a very few matai, line the river flat in swampy spots. 
On the hillsides, on all aspects, was found a scattering dis
tribution of rimu of all sizes from 12 inches D.B.H, down 
to small saplings. The smaller trees appeared healthy 
enough, with a fresh green tinge to the foliage. The larger 
trees have the characteristic brownish tinted crown, but the 
foliage seems somewhat harsher than is found in Westland, 
while the bark is noticeably more "bound," the flakes being 
small, hard and adherent. 

Inspection of the upper portion of the watershed 
showed a very general sparse distribution of larger trees, 
their crowns standing out well from the surrounding 
beech. From one vantage point, forty rimu crowns were 
counted on an opposite hillslope of perhaps a mile in length. 

It seems, therefore, that rimu may not only be found 
in North Canterbury at the present time, but that through 
the almost complete destruction of totara, matai and kahi
katea which previously existed on the more accessible flats 
and downs, rimu is now the most numerous podocarp in 
that part of the province. 

Acknowledgement is made to Mr. Foweraker, of the 
School of Forestry, who suggested that the matter be in
vestigated, and to Mr. Montgomery of the State Forest 
Service for information as to where rimu could be found, 
and for most congenial companionship on several occasions. 
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